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          Why We Question Collapse and Study Human 

Resilience, Ecological Vulnerability, and the 

Aftermath of Empire   

    Patricia A.   McAnany    and    Norman   Yoffee     

  Scholars 3 especially historians, archaeologists, and social anthropol-

ogists, the authors of these chapters 3 are strange animals. Historians 

spend lots of time toiling in dusty archives, and archaeologists exca-

vate in the ground to discover clues to what happened in the past. 

Sociocultural anthropologists often live among peoples whose lan-

guages, food, houses, clothes, and beliefs are very different from 

our own. Wouldn9t it be easier and much more lucrative to become a 

 doctor or lawyer? 

 Although we are not psychologists, it seems that one reason why we 

dedicate ourselves to o guring out how societies got along in the past, 

or how such a rich diversity of peoples continues to exist today despite 

the homogenizing forces of globalization, is that we like to tell sto-

ries. We also like puzzles, how one o nds pieces of information (data) 

and from the pieces constructs a picture (in prose) that will convince 

other puzzle players that our story has <hit the nail on the head.= 

This is an ancient and distinctly human desire, to tell a story and to 

tell it well. As scholars, we also want our stories to make a larger point 

about how our fellow humans lived in the past and about the variety 

of human experiences in reference to environmental interaction. We 

believe optimistically that an examination of the lives of others may 

lead to better understanding of how we might live today. 

 But along the way we face the fact that our stories are not easy to 

construct and even harder to narrate to a public that is interested 

in what we do. Information collected may even (and often does) 
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lead scholars to conn icting conclusions. Scholars9 prose can become 

 tortured 3 full of scholarly references to other researchers9 efforts and 

couched in conditional phrases such as <could have= or <possibly= in 

order to express the uncertainty in understanding peoples and cul-

tures remote in time or space 3 or perhaps both 3 from us. Also, the 

best scholars, who excel in the practice of research and writing, tend 

to write for a small peer group of similar researchers. Specialization 

may advance a o eld of study, but it creates distance from interested 

laypersons and inquisitive students. This book is an effort to shorten 

that distance.  

   How This Book Came to Be 

 We begin by telling the story about how this book came about. One of 

us, Patricia     McAnany, who is a Maya archaeologist, was approached 

by the Archaeology Division of the American Anthropological Associ-

ation (AAA) to organize a panel at the annual meeting of the AAA 

that would address the issues swirling around the popular writings 

of     Jared Diamond, especially the 2005 publication of  Collapse: How 

Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed  and his earlier  Guns, Germs, and Steel: 

The Fates of Human Societies.      Tricia asked Norman Yoffee, a historian 

and archaeologist of Mesopotamia, to co-organize the session and 

lend his expertise on the subject of societal change. In this way the 

organizers could represent the Americas as well as the ancient Near 

East and could cast a wider net in identifying appropriate examples 

and scholars who know a great deal about them.  

 The panel took place in San Jose, California, in November 2006. 

Before the o rst paper was to be read, at 8  a.m. , as we were setting up 

our computers and PowerPoint presentations, we were approached 

by representatives of the Anthropology and Education section of 

the AAA. They asked whether they could record the papers and 

make them available on the Web for high school teachers. Because 

    Diamond9s books are used by high school teachers and many college 

and university professors, the AAA representatives wanted to provide 

additional source materials that would balance     Diamond9s perspec-

tive. Surprised by this request, we hurriedly polled our participants, 

all of whom agreed to be recorded. After the session numerous col-

leagues came forward and urged us to revise and publish the papers 
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because they wanted to use the research we had presented in their 

classes. Over a long lunch we decided not just to publish most of the 

existing papers, but also to add other case studies. We realized that we 

also needed to gather participants together one more time to o gure 

out how each study could form part of a larger narrative.     John Ware, 

the executive director of the Amerind Foundation, agreed to host our 

group at the     foundation9s headquarters in Dragoon, Arizona 3 one 

of the most beautiful places imaginable. The Amerind Foundation 

is a nonproo t organization dedicated to furthering anthropological 

research and public outreach education. And so we gathered in the 

high Sonoran desert of southern Arizona in October 2007 for an 

advanced seminar. 

 Each of the o fteen scholars who contribute to this book is a 

world-renowned specialist on the society, topic, or time period 

about which he or she writes and thus provides an insider9s point 

of view. (Brief, personalized autobiographies for each author can 

be found in the notes for each of the following chapters.) Each 

is deeply concerned about the inaccuracies of popular portray-

als and feels that students and laypersons alike deserve to read a 

better story 3 one that is more deeply contextualized and perhaps 

more complicated but in the end more interesting. Participants 

committed themselves to setting aside abstruse academic prose 

 figure 1.1       Areas of the world, past and present, discussed in the chapters of 

this book. (Map prepared by Satoru Murata)    
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and cumbersome in-text references in favor of a more user-friendly 

text. Also attending the seminar were  representatives of the  New 

York Times, Archaeology  magazine,  1   and Cambridge University Press. 

The o rst two later told their own stories about the seminar, and 

the third agreed to publish the papers, further revised after our 

discussions. You see the o nal results before you.  

   What9s the Beef between Scholars and 
Popular Writers? 

 Among the issues we wanted to explore in our AAA symposium and 

in our subsequent seminar were the reasons for the incredible suc-

cess of         Jared Diamond9s books. After all,     Diamond is a Professor of 

Geography at UCLA, not an anthropologist, archaeologist, or his-

torian. He obviously reads prolio cally the obscure (to most layper-

sons and students) publications of historians, archaeologists, and 

sociocultural anthropologists and can present their research with 

verve and clarity and as important knowledge for a larger public. In 

 Guns, Germs, and Steel,      Diamond confronts racist views of the past 

that claim that Western superiority is due to the genes and genius of 

Westerners. In  Collapse  he warns of real and potential environmental 

destruction in the present by arguing that past societies and cultures 

collapsed because they damaged their environments. His success-

ful writing style of distilling simple points from complex issues is a 

 remarkable gift; it is no wonder that his books win prizes and are 

used in classrooms. 

     Diamond9s  Collapse  has found resonance in many recent books, 

some almost as popular as his: Elizabeth Kolbert9s  Field Notes from a 

Catastrophe,  Tim Flannery9s  The Weather Makers: How Man Is Changing 

the Climate and What It Means for Life on Earth,  and Eugene Linden9s 

 The Winds of Change: Climate, Weather and the Destruction of Civilizations.   2   

Al Gore shared a Nobel Prize for his work on the perils of mismanag-

ing our environment.     Diamond is probably the best-known writer of 

anthropology even though he is not an anthropologist! 

 In this book most of the chapters are critical of     Diamond9s stories. 

This is why the AAA session was organized in the o rst place. Whereas 

we are indebted to     Diamond for drawing together so much material 

from our own o elds of research and for emphasizing how important 
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anthropological and historical knowledge is for the modern world, 

as scholars we want to get things right. We also want to write in such 

a way that the public can grasp not only the signio cance of research 

o ndings but also how we do research and why we think that some sto-

ries are right, whereas others are not as right or incomplete and still 

others are dead wrong. 

 Thanks to     Diamond9s provoking inquiries and more generally 

those of the popular media, we focus this book on several questions: 

(1) Why do we portray ancient societies 3 especially those with indig-

enous descendants 3 as successes or failures, both in scholarship and 

in the popular media? We want to get the stories of social change 

right, and descendants of the ancient societies we study demand it. 

(2) How do we characterize people who live today in the aftermath of 

empires? Today9s world is the product of past worlds, and the conse-

quences of the past cannot be ignored. (3) How are urgent climatic 

and environmental issues today similar to those faced by our ances-

tors? Can we learn from the past? 

 As a point of departure, we start with the question of     societal col-

lapse and then discuss the notion of choice. We consider the concept 

of resilience and its usefulness for understanding change both past 

and present, and how different ecologies are more or less vulnerable 

to profound perturbation. Finally, we ponder why and how history 

and context matter in our rapidly changing     postcolonial time.  

   The Question of Societal Collapse 

 Over two decades ago the sociologist Shmuel Eisenstadt wrote that 

    societal collapse seldom occurs if collapse is taken to mean <the 

complete end of those political systems and their accompanying 

civilizational framework.=  3   Indeed, studying collapse is like viewing 

a low-resolution digital photograph: it9s o ne when small, compact, 

and viewed at a distance but dissolves into disconnected parts when 

examined up close. More recently     Joseph Tainter, after a search for 

archaeological evidence of societal <overshoot= and collapse, arrived 

at a conclusion similar to Eisenstadt9s: there wasn9t any.  4   When closely 

examined, the overriding human story is one of survival and regen-

eration. Certainly crises existed, political forms changed, and land-

scapes were altered, but rarely did societies collapse in an absolute 
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and apocalyptic sense. Even the examples of societal collapse often 

touted in the media 3     Rapa Nui (Easter Island),     Norse     Greenland, 

    Puebloan U.S.     Southwest, and the     Maya Lowlands 3 are also cases 

of societal resilience when examined carefully, as authors do in the 

chapters in this book. Popular writers9 tendency to approach the past 

in terms of a series of societal failures or collapses 3 while understand-

able in terms of providing drama and mystery 3 falls apart in light of 

the information and fresh perspectives presented in this book. 

  Abandoned ruins  3 the words themselves evoke a romantic sense 

of failure and loss to which even archaeologists 3 most of whom are 

reared in the Western tradition 3 are not immune. But why is it that 

when we visit Stonehenge we don9t feel a twinge of cultural loss, but 

simply a sense that things were very different 5,000 years ago? Is it 

because Stonehenge is somehow part of  our  civilization? On the other 

hand, the     Great Houses of Chaco Canyon, the soaring pyramids of 

ancestral Maya cities, and the fallen colossal heads of R    apa Nui tend 

to invoke a sense of mysterious loss and cultural failure, and a notion 

that something must have gone terribly wrong environmentally. For 

many of us these places and people are not part of the Western expe-

rience. Moreover, descendant communities 3 in all three cases 3 live 

marginalized on the edge of nation-states without the resources and 

connections to worldwide media that are needed to tell their own story, 

at least to an English-speaking public. Might these abandoned places, 

in many cases, be just as accurately viewed as part of a successful strat-

egy of survival, part of human resilience? Michael Wilcox makes this 

point in  Chapter 5  about the abandonment of     Chaco Canyon by the 

ancestors of contemporary U.S. Puebloan peoples. Joel Berglund in 

 Chapter 3  does too, in discussing the Norse colony on Greenland, 

which lasted for 500 years.         Abandonment also can be read as indica-

tive of opportunity elsewhere and of the societal n exibility to seize that 

opportunity; Patricia     McAnany and Tomás Gallareta Negrón stress 

this in Chapter 6 in their discussion of eighth-to-ninth-century Maya 

society, during which time parts of the Maya region were dramatically 

depopulated while others became much more densely peopled. 

 Although it would be wonderful to feel that scholarly understand-

ing of abandonment stood outside contemporary societal concerns, it is 

pretty clear that today9s worries about the future make their way into our 

explanations of the past. Times of political turmoil and chronic warfare 
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beget interest in turmoil of the past, and times of  environmental woes 

beget theories of past environmental  troubles. Historians and archaeol-

ogists, who are not immune to seeing the past through modern lenses, 

try to test the relevance of their ideas by looking for multiple lines of 

evidence that point to the same conclusion. 

 In our chapters we hold interpretations of past environmental 

abuse up to critical scrutiny for two reasons. First, because the o t 

between ideas and evidence is never straightforward. Methods and 

measures are constantly under reo nement, and innovations in scien-

tio c method often change interpretations dramatically. To give an 

archaeological example, if a column of sediment from a lake bed 

contains evidence of a decrease in tree pollen from the bottom to 

the top, does that mean that 3 over time 3 the region around the lake 

was deforested, replaced with trees that yielded fewer grains of pol-

len, or that a mosaic of forest and o elds was created with none of the 

forested areas located near the lake? All might be plausible, but one 

might be more plausible if another line of supporting evidence 3 such 

as an increase in plant remains of a food crop such as corn 3 can be 

mustered in favor of one interpretation. Scholars are and must be 

cautious: a good story is not necessarily the one that incorporates all 

of the data at hand. Some <good stories= are simply wrong. 

 Second (and for better or worse), humans have a long history of 

both interacting assertively with their environments as well as coalesc-

ing into fragile political groups that o ssion easily. Archaeologists 

such as Sander van der Leeuw have shown that landscape alteration 

has occurred in human societies since the end of the Pleistocene 

(Ice Age), 10,000 years ago.  5   It is not difo cult to o nd evidence of pre-

industrial landscape alteration 3 particularly in heavily populated 

environments such as the     Maya Lowlands 3 but it is another matter 

altogether to link that evidence in a convincing and rigorous fashion 

to site abandonment or changes in political forms. The notion that 

the present recapitulates the past is not necessarily true. We ask how 

long human societies have possessed the technological ability to pro-

foundly change and destroy their environment and bring down their 

societies. 

 In concluding comments to this book and elsewhere, J. R. McNeill 

amasses a formidable body of evidence suggesting that the human 

 ability to impact environment on a global scale is newfound and 
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cannot be pushed back beyond the Industrial Revolution of the 

1800s.  6   So, in the apocalyptic sense that appeals to fatality in the 

human  imagination 3 and writers such as Arnold Toynbee and Oswald 

Spengler preceded     Diamond in this 3 the end may be in sight, but it 

hasn9t been for very long. Understanding what happened in the past 3 

both politically and environmentally 3 is not irrelevant to contempo-

rary and future  societal challenges, particularly environmental ones, 

as we discuss later in this chapter and throughout the book. Adopting 

a well-informed long view of how humans have lived on this biosphere 

we call Earth can promote decision making and policy development 

that results in human survival and resilience rather than the reverse.  

   Choice and Geographic Determinism 

 In his book on     societal collapse,     Jared Diamond proposes that societies 

choose to succeed or fail. On the other hand, in  Guns, Germs, and Steel  

there was no choice: today9s inequalities among modern nation-states 

are argued to be the result of geographic     determinism.  7   In the o rst sce-

nario, societies (or power brokers within societies) make the decisions 

that result in long-term success or failure. In societies that fail, lead-

ers are selo sh and advance schemes that endanger the ecological well-

 being of their community, polity, or island. At the root of this thesis is 

the modern neoliberal theory of self-interested motivation as well as 

the assumption of unconstrained and rational choice. A scalar sleight 

of hand occurs when methodological     individualism 3 an economic the-

ory designed explicitly to model individual behavior and motivation 3 is 

applied wholesale to <societies= 3 past and present 3 in which many con-

n icting agendas and contra-motivations tend to be negotiated before 

any decision or action. Many economists view the motivational assump-

tions of self-interest and rational choice theory as lacking explanatory 

power, even when applied to Western societies.  8   When applied globally 

and into deep time, this theory has particular difo culties, as revealed 

by case studies in this book. For example, Frederick Errington and 

Deborah Gewertz, who work in Papua New Guinea, argue that Papuan 

worldviews are not grounded in Western ideas of rational self-interest.  9   

Furthermore, there is no necessary linkage between a selo sh decision 

made in the short term and adverse long-term consequences. Kenneth 

Pomeranz observes that the  much-cherished wooded glens of England 
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are the result, for the most part, of the selo sh desires of a postmedieval 

aristocracy to maintain fox-hunting preserves. About the same time in 

    China 3 where horse culture and fox hunting were not part of aristo-

cratic behavior 3 the transformation of forest to farmland was toler-

ated and even encouraged to provide a livelihood for an expanding 

population.  10   So today people of China are surrounded by o elds rather 

than forest, while environmentalists in England chain themselves to 

old-growth trees to protest road construction projects. But this differ-

ence is not due to seln ess long-sightedness in the one case and lack of 

it in the other. 

 If we are to understand global events today, we must perceive 

that the basis of intentionality and motivation can differ profoundly 

across the globe. This is the message of Christopher Taylor ( Chapter 

9 ), who objects to a Malthusian explanation (too many people on 

too little land) for the tragedy of the     Rwandan genocide, and Drexel 

Woodson ( Chapter 10 ), who writes of the struggles of Haitian people 

against the backdrop of the legacies of French colonial and post-

 independence policies (not a ruthless geography), and Errington and 

Gewertz ( Chapter 12 ), who discuss the troublesome ease with which 

Indonesian (and other) logging o rms secure permits to despoil the 

hardwood forests of Papua New Guinea. 

 For those of us studying early states, archaeologists and histori-

ans alike, it isn9t easy to discern intentions and their effects in the 

remote past. Nevertheless, both Norman Yoffee, in the case of ancient 

Assyrians of the o rst millennium  b.c.e. , and Kenneth Pomeranz, who 

studies China in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, argue that 

decision makers, however powerful 3 and they certainly were 3 were 

not so powerful as to engineer their own environmental ruin. 

 Many current global inequalities indisputably are the product of 

historical colonialism and their enduring legacy. This is not simply 

an academic issue, as Tim Murray notes in  Chapter 11 . Australians 

are engaged in making a new Australia where Aborigines have not 

only rights but a history as well, which should be the history of all 

Australians. Discussing the persistent fragility of empires, David Cahill 

( Chapter 8 ) points out that the Inca empire that stretched across the 

South American Andean mountain chain did not simply fall to the 

gun- and germ-bearing Spaniards but was vulnerable because of 

the presence of internal factions that inevitably exist within empires 
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that tend to be held together by force of arms. Spaniards found and 

adroitly used willing allies among indigenous groups 3 such as the 

    Cañaris people 3 who already were resisting Inca domination. In gen-

eral, considerable variation took place in the <encounters= between 

Europeans and peoples of the Americas, South and East Asia, Africa, 

and Oceania; neither guns nor germs nor steel played a prominent 

role  initially  in colonial incursions in the Americas. In the long run, 

Europeans succeeded because of the persistent inn ow of immigrants 

along with new disease vectors and weaponry.  11   

 If one takes a long view, as archaeologists and historians are wont to 

do, then the situation in the year 2009 seems less the manifestation of 

a geographic destiny than it is a temporary state of affairs. Can anyone 

say that the present balance of economic and political power will be the 

same in 2500 as it is today? For example, in the year 1500 some of the 

most powerful and largest cities in the world existed in     China, India, 

and Turkey. In the year 1000, many of the mightiest cities were located 

in Peru, Iraq, and Central Asia. In the year 500 they could be found in 

central Mexico, Italy, and China. In 2500  b.c.e.  the most formidable 

rulers lived in Iraq, Egypt, and Pakistan. What     geographic determinism 

can account for this? Is history a report card of success or failure?  

   Resilience and Social Change 

 An important part of the <science of the long view=  12   is the concept of 

resilience, or <the ability of a system to absorb disturbance and still 

retain its basic function and structure,= albeit in altered form.  13   This 

statement is not very different from that of Eisenstadt quoted above 

regarding the rarity of civilizational collapse. Yes, things change and 

they change profoundly, but more often elements of a society (includ-

ing belief systems and ways of making a living) retain their basic struc-

ture and function within longer cycles of change. Resilience means 

that some kinds of change, especially political change, can be quick 

and episodic, whereas other kinds of change, for example, changes 

in kinship structures and belief systems, can be slower moving. Also, 

both kinds and different paces of change can coexist.  14   

 The notion of resilience, instead of collapse, is relevant to the 

chapters of this book because, on close inspection of archaeologi-

cal evidence, documentary records, or both, it becomes clear that 
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